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Abstract

The protocol design for wireless roaming authentication
is challenging because of the key management regard-
ing users and home/visited networks. In this paper,
we present two authentication methods that demonstrate
better performance in terms of authentication latency and
energy consumption of a mobile terminal, compared to
the 3G cellular network approach of home network trans-
porting authentication vector to visited network. The
proposed Method I, referred to as Nonce-based Authen-
tication, eliminates the sequence numbers used in the 3G
roaming authentication and employs the key derivation
and caching technique for mobile terminal and visited net-
work. The proposed Method II, called Lightweight Local-
ized Authentication, introduces the computation-efficient
protocol based on a carefully designed public key certifi-
cate infrastructure. With the design goal of achieving
security by lower cost, both methods significantly reduce
the communication overhead between home and visited
networks for roaming authentication, as indicated by an-
alytical and experimental result.

Keywords: Authentication and key agreement (AKA),
roaming authentication, security, wireless LAN, wireless
roaming

1 Introduction

Wireless roaming authentication is an important compo-
nent to achieve the ubiquitous computing paradigm-users
can access the Internet anywhere and at any time. Due to
the diversity of radio standards, we may observe roaming
among the networks of same type or of different types. In
this paper, we are mainly concerned about the roaming
across different administrative domains. Thus, this paper
focuses on the mutual authentication between a roam-
ing user and a foreign wireless service provider domain.

The protocol design difficulty lies in the fact that the au-
thentication center of a visited network does not a priori
share a secret with a roaming user. Thus, designing and
deploying a scalable and efficient authentication protocol
for various service providers and millions of users is quite
challenging.

Authentication protocols for 3G roaming were final-
ized a few years ago [1, 2, 4]. Since the 3G authentica-
tion protocol is believed to be a viable approach for cellu-
lar networks, the AKA (Authentication and Key Agree-
ment) protocol and the home/visited network authentica-
tion architecture, defined in the 3G specifications, might
be reused for all other wireless roaming. However, given
the evolution of networking technologies (such as the new
networks of WiFi and WiMAX), it is worth asking the
question: are there other computation/communication
efficient roaming authentication approaches besides the
AKA protocol defined in 3G?

Research community has been drawn attention to the
communication overhead problem in roaming authenti-
cation. In 3G roaming authentication, when a roaming
user makes authentication request, the home authentica-
tion server needs to transport authentication vectors to
the visited authentication server. Lin and Chen [20] gave
the method of adaptively adjusting the number of au-
thentication vectors between home and visited networks
per roaming authentication request. For generic wireless
roaming, a number of research papers proposed various
mechanisms for sharing an authentication key between a
roaming user and a visited network, so the communica-
tion overhead between home and visited network can be
significantly reduced. For instance, Chen et al. [9] pro-
posed the scheme using public key certificate and mobile
IP binding update to reduce the communication overhead
between home and visited network authentication servers.
Prasithsangaree and Krishnamurthy [26] investigated the
dual digital signatures from 3G and WLAN operators for
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the localized authentication of 3G-WLAN integrated net-
works. Suzuki and Nakada [27] proposed that visited net-
work generates a temporary authentication key, sends it
to home network, and tunnels it back to user by home net-
work. Hwang and Chang [14] studied the self-encryption
method for achieving the authentication key agreement
between user and visited network. Kambourakis et al.
[16] introduced the EAP-TLS protocol for the authenti-
cation in client device, WLAN access point, and 3G au-
thentication server. Long et al. [21] discussed a generic
public key certificate infrastructure for the localized au-
thentication.

This paper provides two alternative roaming authen-
tication methods that exhibit superior performance in
terms of reducing communication overhead between home
and visited network without any security degradation.
Compared to the existing methods, the proposed two pro-
tocols are simpler and more intuitive. In addition, several
new features (on cryptographic key storage and defense
against denial of services attacks) are introduced by the
new methods in this paper.

The proposed Method I (called Nonce-based Authen-
tication) employs the symmetric key based cryptography.
We advocate a new notion in roaming authentication:
a mobile terminal and its home network authentication
center have different cryptographic random number seeds
that generate the cryptographic nonces for authenticat-
ing each other. Another novelty of Method I is: after the
initial authentication, a shared key is derived by utilizing
the well-known cryptographic principle between the mo-
bile terminal and the home network, and cached by the
mobile terminal and the visited network for subsequent
intra-network roaming authentication. Overall, the pro-
posed Nonce-based Authentication eliminates the use of
sequence numbers. In contrast, the synchronized authen-
tication of 3G requires a mobile terminal and its home
network to keep track of a sequence number, which ac-
counts for authentication traffic overhead between home
and visited networks.

The proposed Method II (called Lightweight Localized
Authentication) utilizes public key-based cryptography.
The authentication traffic is localized without any inter-
vention of a user’s home network. This method is robust
against any possible failure of a home network authentica-
tion server or any of the networks along the path between
home and visited network authentication servers. One de-
sign novelty of Method II is for the key storage scalabil-
ity. We propose a practical public key certificate structure
such that the number of public/private keys stored in a
network authentication server is linear with the number of
service providers rather than the much larger number of
networks or users. Another new feature of the Lightweight
Localized Authentication method is the protocol built-in
defense against some forms of denial of service (DoS) at-
tacks in which attackers try to exploit the intensive com-
putation required by public key decryption.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In
Section 2, we introduce the related work in wireless roam-

ing authentication. In Section 3, we discuss the proposed
Method I in detail. The design rationale and the specific
cryptographic primitive are described. In Section 4, we
present the proposed Method II and its public key cer-
tificate structure. In Section 5, we outline the analytical
model for roaming authentication transmission overhead
between home and visited networks. In Section 6, we
provide the measured data for the latency of roaming au-
thentication. In Section 7, we measure and compare the
energy consumption of mobile terminals under the various
authentication methods. Conclusions appear in Section 8.

2 Background and Related Work

In future, a few wireless Internet service providers may
appear in a network scale comparable to that of cellular
networks. Roaming supports the goal of connecting to
the Internet anywhere and at any time. Users are able
to receive only one bill from their service provider when
they travel across different networks. Figure 1 depicts
this concept. A mobile terminal, belonging to home net-
work A, shares a secret with A’s authentication center.
When the mobile terminal travels into visited network B,
the authentication center of network B does not have a
shared secret with the mobile terminal. If the mobile ter-
minal makes an association request, a mutual authentica-
tion will be required between the authentication center of
network B and the mobile terminal. If the mobile termi-
nal subsequently moves from one cluster of access points
to another within network B, or is periodically reauthen-
ticated by network B during the residence, intra-network
roaming authentications occurs.

Internet

Home
Network A

Visited

Network B

Visited

Network C

Visited
Network D

Authentication
center

Authentication

center

Mobile
Terminal

Figure 1: Roaming from a network to another requires
the initial roaming authentication. Moving across access
points within a network requires intra-network roaming
authentication.

Roaming across different administrative domains of the
same type of wireless networks are illustrated in Figure
1. Note that there is an active research and standardiza-
tion field on the roaming between networks of different
types (e.g. roaming from cellular to WiFi networks). For
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instance, IEEE formed the 802.21 group to work on the
roaming standardization. Arkko and Haverinen [7] pro-
posed an EAP method in RFC 4187 that uses the algo-
rithm of 3G authentication and key agreement for wire-
less LAN. The group of 3GPP also published the corre-
sponding technical specification [3]. Among the research
literature, Yang et al. [30] gave a comprehensive review
on the 3G and WLAN interworking security. Koien and
Haslestad [19] presented the security architectures for the
WLAN-UMTS and elaborated on the issue of identity pri-
vacy. Salkintzis et al. [28] compared various interworking
architectures for the WLAN-GPRS integration and dis-
cussed the authentication under tight and loose WLAN-
GPRS coupling. Kim and Afifi [18] introduced the new
architecture combining the AAA framework with the 3G
AKA. Cheng and Tsao [10] proposed a novel access con-
trol mechanism that reuses the existing 3G authentica-
tion procedures to obtain wireless LAN access with or
without IEEE 802.1x. Dutta et al. [13] used standard
virtual private network technologies to support authen-
tication for seamless mobility across heterogeneous radio
systems. Ouyang and Chu [24] introduced public-key en-
cryption based one-time session key generation protocol
for handover security between UMTS and WLAN.

It is conceivable that mutual authentication between
roaming user and visited network needs to be boot-
strapped by the trust of home network (by either public
key certificate infrastructure or the communication be-
tween home and visited network). The technical chal-
lenge is how to perform the mutual authentication effi-
ciently when a roaming user makes multiple authentica-
tion requests in a visited network. Most existing meth-
ods rely on the continuous authentication credential com-
munication between home and visited networks. Some
previous work introduced the mechanisms of visited net-
work/roaming user caching authentication key. Alterna-
tively public key methods are used for the localized au-
thentication, which requires a proper public key certifi-
cate infrastructure. Nevertheless, those existing proto-
cols are rather complex. Therefore, both achieving the
security and the performance in terms of communica-
tion/computation overhead are the desirable goals for the
roaming authentication protocols.

2.1 AKA in 3G Roaming Authentication
Protocol

In the 3G authentication protocol [1, 2, 4], a mobile ter-
minal and its home network authentication center share
a key. In addition, both entities keep track of a sequence
number. Upon receiving the authentication request, the
authentication center of the home network performs the
cryptographic algorithm to calculate AV (Authentication
Vector), using the shared secret and sequence number.
Each AV is good for one authentication and key agree-
ment (AKA) between the mobile terminal and the visited
network. The roaming mobile terminal uses its key and
the synchronized sequence number to verify part of AV

in order to validate the visited network. The visited net-
work compares the received response from the mobile ter-
minal with the expected response in AV to authenticate
the roaming mobile terminal.

The sequence number defends against replay attacks.
Nevertheless, since the visited network cannot derive AV,
every intra-network roaming authentication requires one
transmission of AV between the home and the visited net-
works. Because this kind of transmission is usually expen-
sive, increasing the number L of AVs in one transmission
to reduce the number of transmissions is desirable. On
the other hand, if L is too large, the AVs may be wasted
if a mobile terminal does not make many authentication
attempts within the visited network. In the 3G standard,
L is fixed at an empirical number 5. An adaptive algo-
rithm on L was proposed by Lin and Chen [20], which
achieved better performance on transmission overhead at
the cost of increasing implementation complexity.

In summary, under the 3G authentication protocol,
the initial and intra-network roaming authentication re-
lies on home networks to generate the authentication vec-
tors. This characteristic determines that a visited network
needs to frequently communicate with a home network to
fetch the authentication vectors.

2.2 SSL/TLS-based Methods

The password-based method leveraging TLS [12] or SSL
was proposed by Anton et al. [6]. A user has a pass-
word and the authentication center of its home network
stores the cryptographic hash of the password. An en-
crypted channel will be established by the SSL or TLS
protocol between the mobile terminal and the visited net-
work. Then the user enters his/her credentials, such as
name@domain and password, into the authentication por-
tal of the visited network through the encrypted channel.
Next, the visited network sends the user’s credentials to
its home network through a pre-established secure chan-
nel between networks. Only the home network is capable
of verifying the user’s credentials and thus sends the de-
cision (“accept” or “reject”) back to the visited network.
The network-to-user authentication is achieved during the
execution of the SSL handshake. One potential drawback
of this method is that the password, presumably a secret
only shared by the mobile terminal and its home network,
is now released to visited networks. A single sign-on au-
thentication architecture that confederates wireless LAN
service providers through trusted identity providers was
proposed by Matsunaga et al. [22]. Tseng et al. [29] pre-
sented a one-time password protocol to enhance the secu-
rity of [6]. Another protocol based on public key scheme
in [29] provides the non-repudiation for roaming authen-
tication in the integration of WLAN and 3G networks.
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3 Proposed Method I: Nonce-

based Authentication

In Method I, a user’s mobile terminal and its home net-
work share a key, but have different cryptographic random
number seeds. During the initial roaming authentication,
a user and its home network authentication center will
challenge each other using the nonce generated by the
random number seed. Another feature of the scheme is
that an authentication key Kauth is derived by the nonces
and the shared key during the protocol execution, which
is then cached by the visited network authentication cen-
ter and the mobile terminal. The derived Kauth is used
for subsequent intra-network roaming authentication.

3.1 Initial Roaming Authentication
Scheme

Figure 2 shows the message flows of the proposed Method
I. In contrast to the 3G authentication protocol, a cryp-
tographic nonce NonceMT generated by the mobile ter-
minal is included in the first message flow. Accordingly,
the authentication center of the home network performs
the cryptographic algorithm over the mobile terminal
NonceMT and its own NonceHN . Assume that the mo-
bile terminal and its home network authentication center
share a key k. The construction of the authentication
vector AV is expressed as:

XRES = HMACk(NonceMT , NonceHN ) (1)

AUTN = HMACk(NonceHN , NonceMT ) (2)

Kauth = HMACk(NonceMT , NonceHN , IDMT ,

IDHN) (3)

CK = HMACk(NonceMT , NonceHN , paddingA)(4)

IK = HMACk(NonceMT , NonceHN , paddingB).(5)

1.  Authentication  request

Generate authentication

vectors (AV)

AV=(Nonce
HN

||k_auth||XRES||CK||IK||AUTN)

3.  Authentication data response AV4.  User authentication request
Nonce

HN
||AUTN

Verify AUTN

5.  User authentication response

RES

Compare RES and XRES

Compute CK and IK

Compute K_auth

Use CK and IK
Cache K_auth

Home
Network

Visited
Network

Mobile
Terminal

2.  Authentication data request
Nonce

MT Nonce
MT

Figure 2: Message flows in the proposed Method I (Nonce-
based Authentication). The characteristic of Method I
lies in the fields of Nonce, AUTH, and Kauth.

Where HMAC is the standard keyed message authen-
tication code [23], IDs are the identifiers or names, and
paddings are the prescribed publicly known character

strings. XRES is the expected response used by the vis-
ited network to authenticate the mobile terminal. AUTN
is the authentication token used by the mobile terminal
to authenticate the visited network. Notice that we as-
sume a priori secured channel between home and visited
networks, which is typically true in current operations of
cellular networks. In other words, at Step 3, the home
network sends the authentication credentials to the vis-
ited network through the secured channel.

At Step 4 in Figure 2, the visited network passes
AUTN and NonceHN to the mobile terminal. Because
the mobile terminal knows shared key k and NonceMT , it
can verify the authenticity of AUTN by computing Equa-
tion (2). If transmitted value of AUTN does not match
the computed one, the mobile terminal will drop the ses-
sion. Otherwise, the mobile terminal will calculate the
response RES according to Equation (1) and send it to
the visited network. The visited network, by comparing
RES with XRES, determines if the mobile terminal is
authentic or not. CK and IK are the cipher and integrity
keys for the data protection of the initial session after the
handshake. The padding is used to ensure that CK and
IK are distinct and independent.

For the AKA protocol in the 3G, the home network
sends the sequence number via the visited network to the
mobile terminal. In order to keep the synchronization
of the sequence for the freshness of the authentication,
the visited network needs to communicate with the home
network. In the proposed Nonce-based Authentication,
NonceMT and NonceHN can ensure the freshness of the
authentication handshake, which eliminates the sequence
number and thus reduces the communication overhead
between home and visited network. Overall, the design
of the proposed Nonce-based Authentication protocol fol-
lows the well-understood key exchange and authentication
principles in [5, 8].

3.2 Intra-Network Roaming Authentica-
tion

The number of AV (or authentication vector shown at
Step 3 in Figure 2 in the proposed method is one. Af-
ter the inital roaming authentication, the visited network
authentication center caches Kauth, which is derived by
both nonces, identifiers, and the shared key between the
home network and the user. For instance, Kauth will be
cached from the time of creation to 23:59:59 of the same
day or even longer. Similarly, the client program in the
user’s terminal also caches Kauth. During the cache valid
period, Kauth will be used for all intra-network roam-
ing authentications. The authentication protocol for this
two-party intra-network authentication can use the well-
known ones such as the 802.11i 4-way handshake or the
TLS handshake under session reuse. Consequently, no au-
thentication transmission between the home and visited
networks is required for intra-network roaming authenti-
cations.
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3.3 Security Analysis

The authentication request includes NonceMT generated
by the mobile terminal, which is an unpredictable random
number. The home network also produces NonceHN .
Both nonces appearing in the HMAC function can ensure
freshness of the AV components including Kauth. In ad-
dition, both sides contribute to the input of the HMAC
function, which can defend against chosen text attacks.
Without both nonces, the malicious protocol participant
may perform many handshakes with a legitimate partici-
pant and use the legitimate one as the oracle to obtain the
pairs of plain/cipher text or message/signature for crypt-
analysis. Furthermore, these random nonces NonceMT

and NonceHN make the synchronized sequence number
between a roaming user and its home network unneces-
sary.

The mobile terminal can use the nonce and the shared
key to verify the authenticity of the message at Step 4.
The correctness of the message implies that it is from
the home network. Subsequently, the mobile terminal be-
lieves that the home network trusts the visited network,
and is convinced that the visited network is authentic.
The visited network compares the message at Step 5 with
the expected response. Only the party that possesses the
correct key can compute a valid message of Step 5; there-
fore, the visited network believes that the mobile termi-
nal is the legitimate one from the corresponding home
network.

Notice that the bogus network cannot establish itself as
the man-in-the-middle because it cannot setup the secu-
rity association with an actual home network. In practice,
different networks will typically use out-of-band channel
to distribute keys to establish their security association.
Hence, the bogus network is not able to generate the cor-
rect message at Step 4, and the authentication protocol
will abort upon the invalidity of message in Step 4. In
addition, the use of nonces can thwart the replay attacks
by the adversaries.

4 Method II: Lightweight Local-

ized Authentication

Method II, Lightweight Localized Authentication, is
based on public key cryptography. The nodes involved
in the system, i.e. authentication centers and mobile ter-
minals, have their public/private key pairs. Since this
is a closed system comprised of wireless Internet service
providers (WISP) and their subscribers, we advocate that
the service providers are the key issuer or certification au-
thority. Thus, the operation cost of the scheme can be
reduced, as third-party certificate authority charges a fee
per certificate. If all users and networks had a certificate,
a considerable amount of money would be spent on certifi-
cates by third-parties. Another noticeable feature of the
proposed public key certificate structure is the significant
reduction in key storage.

4.1 Public Key Certificate Structure

Figure 3 illustrates the public key certificate structure.
For simplicity of presentation, we assume an imaginary
user Bob, subscribing to WISP I. His home network is
network I. Under the proposed public key certificate struc-
ture, service providers are in the top of the hierarchy and
have the master public/private key pairs. In the exam-
ple, WISPs I and II have the public/private key pairs
PK1/SK1 and PK2/SK2, respectively. The valid period
for these keys may be relatively long (e.g. half year or
more). Service providers in the roaming agreement will
also cross-certify each other’s public key, as is shown by
SK1 � PK2 � (WISP I certifying the public key of
WISP II) in the notation of X.509 [15].

WISP I
network I

1
PK

WISP I

network II

WISP I

Bob

11
, PKSK

WISP II

WISP II
network I

22
, PKSK

12121
, skpkSK 21212

, skpkSK

212
, PKPKSK

212
, PKPKSK

121
, PKPKSK

121
, PKPKSK

11111
, skpkSK

212
, PKPKSK

MTMT skpkSK ,
1

Figure 3: Proposed public key certificate structure
for Method II (Lightweight Localized Authentication).
Three-level hierarchy is shown: service providers, their
networks, and end-users. The notation of public key cer-
tificate is from X.509. SK/PK denote private/public keys,
respectively.

Each network of a service provider will have a pub-
lic/private key pair, e.g. SK1 � PK11 � /SK11 in the
case of network I of WISP I. The network’s private/public
key pair may have a shorter valid period (e.g. one month).
Additionally, the service provider distributes its public
key as well as other service providers’ public keys to its
networks.

A subscriber (such as Bob) of WISP I has their pub-
lic/private key pair certified by the service provider, as
denoted by SK1 � PKMT � /SKMT . The user also
obtains the public key of its service provider. The valid
period of the public/private key pair of the user may be
short (e.g. one month). We have chosen a short valid
period for user’s and network’s public key so that the cer-
tificate revocation issue may be avoided in our scheme.

We use the following example to illustrate the cor-
rectness of the proposed public key certificate structure.
When Bob moves to network II of WISP I, Bob is able to
verify the visited network’s public key SK1 � pk12 �via
PK1. Meanwhile, the visited network can verify Bob’s
public key SK1 � PKMT �through PK1. If Bob moves
to network I of WISP II, Bob can chain-verify the visited
network’s public key SK2 � pk21 � and SK1 � PK2 �
via PK1, and the visited network can verify Bob’s public
key SK1 � PKMT � through PK1.
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In addition to the advantage of reducing costs, the
above public key certificate structure renders a scalable
solution not only to the service providers but also to users.
Suppose there are a service providers, b networks and c
subscribers in the roaming agreement. One estimate is
that a, b, and c equal to 6, 2000, and 1,000,000, respec-
tively. Under our scheme, as depicted in Figure 3, each
user stores 3 keys (its public/private key pair and the ser-
vice provider’s public key); each network stores 2(a−1)+2
keys (its public/private key pair of 2 keys plus other ser-
vice providers public keys of the number (a − 1) plus its
service provider public key cross-certified by other ser-
vice providers of the number (a−1)); By the same token,
each service provider stores 2(a−1)+2 keys. As a result,
the number of keys stored is linear with the number a of
service providers, which is relatively a small number.

4.2 Protocol Details

Figure 4 shows the message flows of the authentication
protocol, which is inspired by the SSL or TLS handshake.
After verifying the authenticity of the visited network’s
public key, the mobile terminal will encrypt a secret ran-
dom number premaster key using the visited network’s
public key PKV N . Since only the visited network has the
corresponding private key, the visited network can de-
crypt the cipher text to obtain the premaster key. Thus,
both sides establish a shared secret of premaster key.

Mobile

Terminal

Visited

Network

MT
Nonce

VNVN
PKNonce ,

M TPK

)),(Hash(Sign VNMTSK NonceNonceU
MT

))(Hash,_(Enc UkeypremasterV
VNPK

Figure 4: Message flows in Method II (Lightweight Local-
ized Authentication). The main features of Method II lie
in the construction of U and V

One salient difference of the proposed scheme from the
SSL/TLS protocol is the mechanism of signature verifica-
tion independent from public key decryption in message
flow 3 from the mobile terminal to the visited network,
which has the characteristic for performance efficiency.
We reiterate message flow 3 as follows:

U = SignSKMT
(Hash(NonceMT , NonceV N )) (6)

V = EncPKV N
(premaster key, Hash(U))), (7)

where the mobile terminal uses its private key SKMT

to sign over the hash result of two nonces in Equation (6)
and encrypts using the public key PKV N of visited net-
work in Equation (7). For the verification, the visited
network validates the user’s signature first using the pub-
lic key PKMT . If the signature is authentic, the visited

network then decrypts the cipher text. If the signature
of the mobile terminal is invalid, the visited network sim-
ply drops the handshake. Given a bogus handshake mes-
sage, the computational cost saved by our scheme is the
public key decryption that is usually expensive in cryp-
tographic protocols. We did the benchmark using the
well-regarded Crypto++ library [11] on a Pentium 4 ma-
chine with 1.9GHz CPU and 256 MB memory. The result
is shown in Table I, where public key decryption timing is
an order of magnitude higher than signature verification.
In Equation (7), we add Hash(U) in the plaintext so that
U and V are interleaved. If adversaries change V, the
visited network can detect such modifications by compar-
ing the hashes Hash(U). Note that, in SSL and TLS, U
and V are mixed by keyed hash in Equation (6). Thus a
server has to do the decryption first in SSL/TLS, which
increases the computation cost. The proposed scheme
also derives Kauth, which is used for all subsequent intra-
network roaming authentication. A secure yet convenient
way to derive Kauth is

Kauth = HMACpremaster key(NonceV N , PKV N ,

NonceMT , PKMT ).

Table 1: Computational time of crypto operations on a
1.9 GHz Intel Pentium 4 with 256 MB memory (RSA:
1024 bits, HMAC: 160 bits using SHA-1)

Computational time (ms)
RSA encryption (e=17) 0.19
RSA decryption 4.65
RSA signature 4.65
generation
RSA signature 0.19
verification (e=17)
HMAC 0.002

In a concrete example, assume that an attacker, who
does not have the legitimate public/private key pair,
sends an authentication request. Under our scheme, the
visited network consumes 0.19ms of CPU time to ver-
ify the signature, while in the original SSL protocol the
visited network has to consume 4.65ms+0.19ms to deter-
mine that the message is invalid. As a result, the effect
of flooding authentication requests to overwhelm the au-
thentication center of a visited network can be mitigated
by our scheme.

4.3 Security Analysis

The proposed Localized Lightweight Authentication pro-
tocol requires public/private keys. We assume that
SKMT is only known by the mobile terminal. Also, the
mobile terminal has the correct public key of the user’s
home network. In addition, the private key of the vis-
ited network is only known by the visited network itself.
For the implementation matter, we also assume that the
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pseudo-random number generator is secure, i.e. the ran-
dom nonce is unpredictable for any party except the mo-
bile terminal or the visited network. Based on the above
assumptions, we analyze the security of the proposed pro-
tocol against replay attacks and impersonation attacks.

Messages 1 and 2 exchange the nonces of the mobile
terminal and the visited network. Based on the proposed
public key certificate infrastructure, the roaming user’s
device can verify the authenticity of the public key of
the visited network. The bogus network does not have
the private key of a legitimate network, so it cannot de-
crypt the message 3 to obtain the proper premaster key.
Consequently, it will not able to establish the security
association with the mobile terminal.

In the other case, a malicious client does not have the
appropriate public key certified by a wireless Internet ser-
vice provider. Thus the malicious client cannot generate
valid signature over the two nonces. Therefore, the visited
network will surely reject the message 3 and the authenti-
cation request upon the invalid signature in message 3. It
can be seen that the nonces can ensure that the client sig-
nature is fresh and the attacker cannot succeed in replay
attacks.

Attacker, as a middle-man between the mobile termi-
nal and visited network, cannot derive the correct premas-
ter key. Thus the malicious middle-man cannot establish
the secure association on behalf of the legitimate network
or the legitimate user. Notice that the hash of the signa-
ture in message 3 is included in the public key encryption,
which guarantees that the signature U and the ciphertext
V are bounded together for a particular session. In other
words, the attackers cannot pick U and V individually
from different authentication sessions and combine them
to construct a valid message 3 in one authentication ses-
sion.

5 Analytical Model: Authentica-

tion Transmission Overhead

BETWEEN HOME AND VISITED NETWORKS

It is folklore in the wireless networking community
that, for roaming authentication purposes, transmission
between the home and visited networks might be expen-
sive [20]. In this section, we evaluate the performance
of Method I, the 3G authentication protocol, and the
adaptive scheme for 3G authentication (method of Lin
and Chen) [20] in terms of the number of authentication
transmissions between the home and visited networks.
The evaluation methodology is the average-case analysis
drawn from [20].

Let the transmission overhead between home and vis-
ited networks per user be defined J = nC, where n is
the number of transmissions between home and visited
networks and C is the normalized cost per transmission.
Assume that a roaming user makes a number of authenti-
cation requests that satisfy the Poisson distribution with
mean λ in a unit time. According to the probability mass

function of the Poisson distribution,

Θ(n, τ) =

L∑
i=1

{
(λτ (n−1)L+i)

[(n − 1)L + i!]
}e−λτ ,

where Θ(n, τ) is the probability that there are n trans-
missions between the visited and home networks in a spe-
cific period τ , and L is the number of AVs during each
transmission. The residence time period is assumed to be
exponentially distributed with mean 1/µ, and the proba-
bility density function is

f(t) = µe−µt.

Then the probability that there are n authentication
transmissions between the visited and home networks dur-
ing the mobile terminal’s residence in the visited network
is

p(n) =

∫
∞

t=0

Θ(n, t)f(t)dt = (
λ

λ + µ
)(n−1)L[1− (

λ

λ + µ
)L].

Thus the average number of transmissions is

E[n] =

∞∑
n−1

np(n) = 1/(1 − (
λ

λ + µ
)L).

Define transmitting one AV is a unit cost. Therefore,
the normalized transmission overhead per user in its res-
idence at a visited network for both the 3G method and
the method of Lin and Chen is

J0(L) = E[n](L + 2α),

where 2α is the fixed cost of a round-trip transmission
from the home network to the visited network, and L
represents the transmission cost of L AVs from the home
network to the visited network. The 3G standard fixes
L = 5, whereas L is adaptive in the method of Lin and
Chen. The transmission cost of the proposed Method I
(Nonce-based Authentication) is

J1(L) = 1 × (1 + 2α).

In the Method I, only one transmission and one au-
thentication vector are required so that we have E[n] = 1
and L = 1.

In the baseline result of the analysis, we assume that
transmission of one AV from the home network to the
visited network is 1. Thus, to extrapolate the results of
J0 and J1, we can adjust the parameter 2α (the ratio of
fixed cost to one AV transmission cost) and L (number
of AVs). Figure 5 shows the results of the normalized
overhead per user under the three methods with different
values of α and ratio λ/µ. A larger α means the fixed
transmission has a higher share of the transmission cost;
and a larger λ/µ indicates a roaming user makes more
frequent authentication requests during its residence in a
visited network. For the 3G method, E[n] can be obtained
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by dividing λ/µ with L. The method of Lin and Chen ba-
sically estimates the number of authentication requests in
current visited network based on the number in the previ-
ous visited network. The simulation of their algorithm is
based on the assumption of the exponential distribution
of the residence time at a visited network.

� � � � � �

Figure 5: Normalized cost (traffic overhead) between vis-
ited and home networks under different authentication
protocols. (a) α = 6, (b) α = 2. α is the ratio of fixed
transmission cost to authentication vector transmission
cost.

For 3G authentication and the method of Lin and
Chen, the transmission cost between the home and vis-
ited networks increases with the number of authentication
requests, whereas the cost curve remains flat in Method
I. For example, when λ/µ = 50 and α = 6, the cost of
Method I is 1/14 of that in 3G authentication and 1/9.5
of that in the method of Lin and Chen. When λ/µ = 50
and α = 2, the cost of Method I is 1/19 of that in 3G
authentication and 1/13.6 of that in the method of Lin
and Chen.

6 Measured Authentication La-
tency

Method II does not contain the transmission cost between
the home and visited networks for authentication; how-
ever, the cryptographic computation involved in Method
II is more expensive than that in Method I and the 3G
authentication protocol. In this section, we use the mea-
sured data to compare the authentication latency of meth-
ods I, II and the 3G authentication protocol.

A laptop in the authors’ lab within Auburn
University sent requests to three SSL or TLS-
enabled Webmail servers: Auburn University or AU
(https://tigermail.auburn.edu/), The Georgia Institute
of Technology or GT (https://webmail.mail.gatech.edu/),
and The University of Washington at Seattle or UW
(https://weblogin.washington.edu/). The rationale for
performing this study is contained in the fact that the cost
of a single roaming transmission for the 3G authentication
protocol and Method I is comparable to the SSL session
reuse case while the computational cost of Method II is
comparable to that of the SSL handshake protocol. The

laptop made repeated connections within the first five-
minute span of every hour from 8:00 until 22:00 (US cen-
tral time) on February 17, 2004. The tcpdump tool records
the time of transmission from the authentication request
(or client hello) leaving the laptop Ethernet interface
to the Web servers’ authentication response (or Finished
message from the server) coming back to the Ethernet
interface.

The session reuse case between the laptop and the
Auburn Webmail server (labelled “AU” in Figure 6) esti-
mates the cost of intra-network roaming authentication.
The other session reuse cases (labelled “GT” and “UW”
in Figure 6) approximate the latency of authentication
transmission between home and visited networks. The
SSL handshake protocol of Auburn University’s Webmail
server (labelled “AU public key” in Figure 6) estimates
the latency of Method II. Notice that this cost will be
a slight underestimate since the implementation of the
SSL handshake protocol does not include client signature
(computational time of signature generation listed in Ta-
ble 1).

Figure 6: Measured data of authentication transmission
delay. “UW” and “GT”: transmission between home
and visited networks, “AU”: intra-network authentica-
tion, “AU public key”: latency of Method II.

The average transmission delays from UW and GT are
62ms and 8 ms, respectively. The data clearly demon-
strate the effect of different geographic distances. GT
is about 169 km away from Auburn whereas UW is at
a distance of about 6400 km. The AU case is roughly
3 ms, which shows that intra-network authentication can
be quite cheap because there is no round-trip between the
home and visited networks. All in all, these data indicate
that for roaming authentication purposes the transmis-
sion between the home and visited networks is expensive,
especially if they are far apart. Therefore, a roaming au-
thentication protocol should reduce transmission between
the home and visited networks as much as possible.

An average of 20ms is observed for the SSL handshake
protocol in Figure 6. If a home network is far away from
a visited network (as is the case with the UW), Method II
will probably have the lowest latency. In all cases, Method
I is better than the 3G authentication method because
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there is only one transmission between the home and vis-
ited networks in Method I but possibly many transmis-
sions in the 3G approach.

7 Energy Consumption Measure-

ment

Energy consumption is an important issue in wireless
roaming authentication because of the nature of battery-
powered mobile terminals. Previous work investigating
energy consumption of cryptographic protocols appeared
in [17]. The methodology for energy measurement is de-
rived from the experimental setup reported in [25]. A
PDA (266 MHz CPU), through an IEEE 802.11b inter-
face, connects to an access point, which in turn connects
through a hub to an authentication server (Pentium 4, 1.9
GHz CPU, 512 MB memory). The experimental setup is
shown in Figure 7. The results are obtained by measuring
the current drawn from the power supply (connecting a
sense resistor in series between the PDA and the external
energy supply) during authentication handshake.

sense resistor

power supply

PDA

data

acquisition card

PC

remote server to simulate home

network authentication center

local server to simulate visited

network authentication center

Internet

Figure 7: Energy measurement tested

Three tests were performed: the first test is the SSL
protocol with client authentication (local authentication
server); the second test is the implementation of a shared-
key protocol (local authentication server); and the third
test is a shared-key protocol implementation (remote au-
thentication server, 169 km away). The first one approx-
imates the energy consumption of Method II; the sec-
ond one approximates the energy consumption for intra-
network roaming authentication; and the third one ap-
proximates the energy consumption for roaming authen-
tication with home network intervention.

We let the equipment make repeated authentication
handshakes for each method. Dividing the total energy
expenditure by the number of repetitions, we obtain the
average energy cost per authentication. The results are:
the SSL protocol costs 710 mJ, the second test 67 mJ,
and the third test 117 mJ. The difference between the
last two can be explained by the transmission between
the remote and local servers, which increases the energy

consumption of the wireless transceiver in PDA by elon-
gating the duration of authentication. To quantitatively
compare the energy consumption of a mobile terminal
for 3G, the proposed nonce-based, lightweight localiza-
tion authentication methods, we extrapolate the above
data and plot the results in Figure 8. Assume that a user
makes z authentication requests during its residence in a
visited network. Under the 3G method, the energy cost
is 117× (bz/5c+1)+67× (z−bz/5c−1) (mJ); under the
proposed Method II, the energy cost is 710 + 67(z − 1)
(mJ); under the proposed Method I, the energy cost is
117 + 67(z − 1) (mJ). Note that bxcdenotes the largest
integer that does not exceed x.

Figure 8: Extrapolated energy consumption results of the
mobile terminal under three authentication methods un-
der the specific energy measurement tested described in
this paper.

In terms of energy consumption, the proposed Method
I generally has the best performance in that it only incurs
one transmission between the home and visited networks.
If a roaming user has many authentication requests dur-
ing residence (larger than 60 in our test platform), both
proposed methods have lower energy consumption than
the 3G authentication protocol.

8 Conclusions

In this paper, two authentication methods are proposed
for wireless roaming authentication. The design goal is to
reduce the number of transmissions between the home and
visited networks for roaming authentication. Experimen-
tal results demonstrate that the proposed methods can
reduce the authentication traffic overhead for the network
operators, the authentication latency experienced by an
end user, and the energy consumption for a mobile ter-
minal. Method I, Nonce-based Authentication, generally
has the best overall performance in terms of authentica-
tion delay and energy consumption for a mobile termi-
nal. Method II, Lightweight Localized Authentication, is
suitable in the situation in which a home network is far
away or there may be a failure along the path between
home/visited network authentication centers.
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